From: Tokyo (Tani)
To: Buenos Aires
September 23, 1942
Purple (J-19)

#318

Strictly secret. Handle in superintendent's code.

Supplementary message.

For Minister YAMAGATA.

I wish to study the codes of the country to which you are accredited at this time. Therefore after reaching an agreement with the person who supplies your "reliable reports" on the following four items, get into communication with our Ambassador in Argentina and do all you can to achieve our objective.


2. If this is impossible, at least a part, or methods of revision (composition?).

3. The original code text of "reliable reports" sent from there, and (text of official announcements?).

4. Chilean ------- persons and the Ambassador in America --------- new route; important business men; wave length for opening communications; address.
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It is all right to use whatever funds you consider necessary for the above.